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ABSTRACT: The structural characterization of metal porphyrins has been traditionally challenging as a result of their large
structural and compositional diversity. In the present paper, we show the advantages of gas-phase, postionization separations for
the fast identification and structural characterization of metal octaethylporphyrins (Me−OEP) from complex mixtures using
trapped ion mobility spectrometry (TIMS) coupled to ultrahigh-resolution mass spectrometry (FT-ICR MS). TIMS−FT-ICR
MS allows for the separation of Me−OEP (Me = Mn, Ni, Zn, VO, and TiO) within a crude oil sample based on accurate
mass and mobility signatures (with a mobility resolving power of RIMS ∼ 150−250). Accurate collision cross sections are reported
for Me−OEP in nitrogen as bath gas (CCSN2

). Inspection of the Me−OEP mobility spectra showed a single mobility component
distribution for Me−OEP (Me = Mn, Ni, and Zn) and a multi-component distribution for the two metal carbonyls, vanadyl (V
O) and titanyl (TiO) Me−OEP. Candidate structures were proposed at the DFT/B3LYP/6-31g(d) level for all Me−OEP
mobility bands observed. Inspection of the optimized Me−OEP candidate structures shows that manganese, zinc, and free OEP
adopt a planar conformation, the nickel-complexed OEP structure adopts a “ruffled” conformation; and the metal oxide OEP
adopts a dome conformation, with carbonyl pointing upward, perpendicular to the plane of the structure.

■ INTRODUCTION

In the early 1930s, Alfred Treibs isolated porphyrins from a
range of geological materials, including crude oils, oil shales,
coals, and phosphorites.1−4 The discovery provided strong
evidence for the biological origin of crude oil, as well as
indicating that crude oil was generated at temperatures below
300 °C. The work by Treibs culminated in the postulation of
the Treibs hypothesis that biological molecules underwent a
series of transformations in which functional groups were either
lost or converted to the appropriate alkyl moieties, as shown in
Scheme 1. This hypothesis laid the foundation of organic
geochemistry at the molecular level.5 Subsequently, geo-
porphyrins have proven to be valuable in oil exploration,
where the ratio of nickel/vanadium porphyrins and the ratio of
deoxophylloerythroetioporphyrin (DPEP)/etioporphyrin are
used as maturation parameters.6 In addition, the distribution
of porphyrins in oils and shales can be used for correlation of
crude oils with other crude oils and crude oils with potential
source rocks.7,8

Geoporhyrins occur with a wide variety of skeletal types, of
which DPEP and etioporphyrin (Scheme 1) are the most
important. They are typically found as either the vanadyl (V
O) or nickel complexes. Metal-free geoporphyrins do exist in
nature but are rare.9 Likewise, there have been reports of
gallium, iron, and manganese porphyrins in coal10 and copper
porphyrins in shale.11 The vanadyl and nickel porphyrins are
the most prevalent metal complexes found in oil and shale;12

however, these have an unfortunate property of damaging

cracking catalysts used in the refining process and are often
called the “red peril” of the oil refinery.
Identification of geoporphyrins is traditionally challenging

because of the wide variety of structures as well as the
complexity of the matrix in which they are typically found.
Traditionally, liquid chromatography has been used with X-ray
crystallography, ultraviolet−visible (UV−vis),13 Fourier trans-
form infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (NMR),14 and inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (ICP−MS)15 for the characterization and
quantification of porphyrins.16 In recent years, mass spectrom-
etry (MS)-based technologies have been developed and used
for the molecular characterization of crude oils. Particularly,
Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry
(FT-ICR MS) has been coupled with electrospray ionization
(ESI),17,18 atmospheric pressure photoionization (APPI),19−22

direct analysis in real time (DART),23,24 and laser desorption
ionization (LDI)25,26 for the analysis of vanadyl and nickel
porphyrins, without the use of pre-separation, as well as
structural elucidation by tandem MS techniques using electron-
induced dissociation of Fe(III) octaethylporphyrin27 and 405 nm
photofragmentation of hemin+.28 Although MS techniques are
capable of identifying porphyrins by their chemical formula and
some structural features by tandem MS, elucidation of the
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tridimensional structure and conformation has not been
reported.
Molecular characterization of complex mixtures using ion

mobility spectrometry coupled to MS (IMS−MS) is rapidly
becoming the analytical gold standard that combines the power
of ultrahigh-resolution MS with the isomeric separation and
structural identification capabilities of IMS.29−35 Moreover, the
IMS measurement, when complemented with theoretical
calculations, has proven to be a powerful technique for
structural molecular analysis by correlating the ion-neutral,
collision cross sections (CCSs) with candidate structures.36−43

Specifically, we have shown the potential of trapped ion
mobility spectrometry (TIMS) for the analysis of small (e.g.,
polyaromatic hydrocarbons,44 explosives,45 and metabolites46)
and large (e.g., peptides, protein, DNA, and their com-
plexes47−50) molecules with IMS resolving powers of up to
400.46 The advantages of coupling TIMS to FT-ICR MS has
been shown for the case of endocrine disruptors,51 glycans,52

structural and conformational peptide isomers,53 and crude
oils.53

In this study, we use, for the first time, the advantages of
TIMS and FT-ICR MS for the separation and structural
characterization of metal octaethylporphyrins (Me−OEP) in
crude oils. This study provides the first tridimensional
characterization of Me−OEP combining accurate collision
cross section measurements in nitrogen with candidate
structure generation at the DFT/B3LYP level for the
characterization of Me−OEP conformational space.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Sample Preparation. Octaethylporphyrin (OEP) samples were

obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. Titanyl-OEP was
prepared by heating OEP with TiO(acac)2 and phenol following the
method by Buchler et al.54 Samples were dissolved in methylene

chloride and subsequently diluted with methanol with 1% (v/v) acetic
acid. A standard reference material of polycyclic aromatic hydro-
carbons (PAHs) in coal tar (SRM 1597a) was purchased from the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (Gaithersburg, MD)
and was diluted 1:100 in 50:50 (v/v) methanol/toluene. A tuning mix
mass spectrometry standard (Tunemix, G2421A, Agilent Technolo-
gies, Santa Clara, CA) was used as a mobility calibration standard.
Details on the Tunemix structures (e.g., m/z 322, Ko = 1.376 cm2 V−1

s−1; m/z 622, Ko = 1.013 cm2 V−1 s−1; and m/z 922, Ko = 0.835 cm2

V−1 s−1) can be found in ref 55. An APPI source (Apollo II, Bruker
Daltonics, Inc., Billerica, MA) using a Kr lamp with main emission
bands at 10.0 and 10.6 eV was used for all of the analyses. Acetone was
used as an APPI dopant (10% by volume).

Structural Separation by TIMS−MS. Details regarding TIMS
operation and differences from traditional IMS can be found
elsewhere.53,56,57 Ion mobility separation in the TIMS occurs when
ions in the TIMS tunnel experience a drag force as a result of a moving
gas of velocity vg and are compensated by an electric field, which holds
the ions stationary within the tunnel. The mobility, K, of an ion in a
TIMS cell is described by
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where vg, E, Velution, and Vout are the velocity of the gas, applied electric
field, elution voltage, and tunnel out voltage, respectively. The
constant A is determined from calibration with known standards (e.g.,
Tunemix and G2421A).

Typical experimental parameters used nitrogen as a bath gas at ca.
300 K, and typical P1 and P2 values are 2.6 and 1.0 mbar, respectively.
The same radio frequency (RF, 880 kHz and 200−350 Vpp) was
applied to all electrodes, including the entrance funnel, the mobility
separating section, and the exit funnel. Mobility values (K) were
correlated with CCS (Ω) using the equation
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where z is the charge of the ion, kB is the Boltzmann constant, N* is
the number density, and mI and mb refer to the masses of the ion and
bath gas, respectively.58

TIMS−FT-ICR MS Analysis. An orthogonal, commercial APPI
source based on the Apollo II design (Bruker Daltonics, Inc., Billerica,
MA) with a Kr lamp with main emission bands at 10.0 and 10.6 eV
was used. Briefly, sample solutions were introduced into the nebulizer
at a rate of 300 μL/min using an external syringe pump. Typical source
operating conditions were a 2 L/min dry gas flow rate, a 0.5 bar
nebulizer gas pressure, a 220 °C dry gas temperature, and a 300 °C
vaporizer temperature. Ions from the APPI source were introduced via
a 0.6 mm inner diameter, single-bore glass capillary tube, which is
resistively coated across its length, allowing the nebulizer to be
maintained at ground potential, while the exit end of the capillary can
be independently biased (typical values are −900 and 60−180 V for
the entrance and exit, respectively).

TIMS separation used nitrogen as a bath gas at ca. 300 K with the
gas flow velocity controlled by the pressure difference between the
entrance funnel P1 = 2.6−3.0 mbar and the exit funnel P2 = 1.5−1.6
mbar. TIMS voltage sequences were controlled using in-house
software, written in National Instruments LabVIEW (version
12.0f3), and synchronized with the FT-ICR MS acquisition program.
The TIMS cell was operated using a fill/trap/elute/quench sequence
of 300/50/40/10 ms, collecting a single FT-ICR MS spectrum for
each mobility trapping step. FT-ICR MS operation was optimized for
ion transmission in the m/z 150−1500 range and processed using sin-
squared windowing in magnitude mode. TIMS analysis was performed
in oversampling mode53 with a ΔVramp of 1 V in the range from −25 to
−180 V and a Vstep of 0.2 V; a total of 30 mobility steps were
accumulated in the collision cell prior to injection in the ICR cell. FT-
ICR MS and TIMS−FT-ICR MS spectra were acquired at 8 000 000
word (6 s transient and RMS = 600 000 at m/z 400, using an average of

Scheme 1. Diagram Illustrating the Chemical Changes
Outlined in the Treibs Hypothesisa

aNote the changes in the different functional groups observed.
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100 scans) and 512 000 word (RMS = 35 000 at m/z 400, using single
scan), respectively. Details for data processing can be found
elsewhere.53

Theoretical Calculations. A pool of Me−OEP candidate
structures was obtained from previously reported crystal struc-
tures.59−66 Candidate structures were proposed on the basis of the
stoichiometry of the Me−OEP ions observed during the TIMS−FT-
ICR MS experiments. Me−OEP structures were protonated at the
bridge, nitrogen, and oxygen, for the metal oxide structures, prior to
geometry energy optimization and frequency calculation at the
B3LYP/6-31g(d) level.67 Zero-point vibrational energy corrections
obtained from the calculations of vibrational frequencies were included
in all energies of Me−OEP. Partial atomic charges were calculated
using the Merz−Singh−Kollman scheme constrained to the molecular
dipole moment.68,69 Theoretical mobility values were calculated using
the 70% diffuse hard sphere scattering (DHSS) model (3 000 000
nitrogen molecules per rotation, three rotations, 92% Maxwell
distributed remission velocity, and 70% accommodation) in IMoS
software (version 1.06W64d).70−72 Details on the optimized Me−OEP
geometries can be found in the Supporting Information.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Porphyrins typically adopt planar conformations retaining the
aromatic properties of the molecule. However, metal chelation
in the center of the ring, between the tetrapyrrole subunits, can
result in significant conformational shifts, as observed
previously by X-ray crystallography.59−66 In the gas phase,
OEP can be ionized using APPI while forming protonated
molecules, [M + H]+, as well as radical ions [M]+ • as in the
case of Mn−OEP. When OEP is chelated with a metal, there is
a significant mass shift as well as changes in the isotopic ratio of
the molecule, generating a unique mass signal that can be
detected using FT-ICR MS (see Table 1). In combination with
TIMS, the structural changes as a function of the chelating
agent, such as the increase in mass and volume, can also be
studied by measuring their CCS (see Figure 1). For example, in
comparison of the free OEP and the Mn-, Zn-, and Ni-
complexed OEP, an increase in the CCS is observed mainly
attributed to the increase in mass and volume. Moreover, in
comparison of the VO- and TiO-complexed OEPs, the
differences in CCSs are mainly attributed to structural changes
because the mass difference is relatively small.
An advantage of the TIMS−FT-ICR MS analysis is the

possibility to generate chemical formulas using the high mass
accuracy of FT-ICR MS and to measure accurate mobility (or
CCS) values using TIMS in a single analysis of a complex
mixture. Previous results have shown that the combination of
FT-ICR MS with TIMS allows for the identification of a greater
number of molecular features, with either targeted51 or
unsupervised53 analysis of complex mixtures based on their
isomeric content. That is, the high isomeric content of complex
mixtures (e.g., crude oils) requires the use of complementary,

gas-phase separation tools based on size and mass. The
advantage of TIMS−FT-ICR MS analysis for the case of ME−
OEP in a complex mixture is shown in Figure 2. The primary
heteroatom classes of the coal tar mixture (HC, N, O, and S
classes) can be distinguished by the space occupied in the two-
dimensional (2D) IMS−MS plot by the different classes shown
as the dependence of 1/K0 (which scales almost linearly with
size for a given family) with m/z. The position in the 2D IMS−
MS plot of each class corresponds to a particular structural
characteristic; for example, the nitrogen species occupy
primarily a region with higher aliphatic content, double bond
equivalent (DBE) of 3.5−7.5, while the other three molecular
classes, HC, O, and S, fall within a more aromatic region. While
free OEP falls within the trend lines for polyaromatic
hydrocarbons, the metal chelator in OEP produces a significant
mass shift in comparison to the mobility shift. That is, the
metal-complexed OEPs fall out of trend in the 2D IMS−MS
plot, which facilitates their identification within the complex
mixture of polyaromatic hydrocarbons.
The changes in the Me−OEP structure and size as a function

of the metal chelator can be further explored by comparison to
candidate structures (Figure 3). Of the different structures
examined for OEP, only the radical ion form [M]+ • OEP
adopts a true planar conformation in the gas phase; however,
the protonated form [M + H]+ was favored in the APPI−
TIMS−FT-ICR MS experiments. Two potential protonation
sites were considered for the free OEP: (i) the carbon that
bridges the two pyrrole groups and (ii) a free nitrogen on a
pyrrole group. Optimization of the gas-phase structures for
both compounds show deviations from planarity, which are
evaluated on the basis of the symmetry of the distances
between the pyrrole subunits, bridge carbons, dihedral angle
between the nitrogen atoms, and angle of the bridge carbon
(see Table 2). For the bridge-bound protonation site, changing
the hybridization to sp3 causes the carbon to slightly “pucker”,
increasing the distance from the opposite carbon from 6.9 to
7.0 Å. Binding of free nitrogen induces a much greater
structural shift because of steric hindrance, which is due to the
addition of a proton within the pocket of OEP. This is observed
by the change in the dihedral angle between the nitrogen
atoms, which are coplanar in the radical OEP [M]+ • and 0° and
1° in the protonated OEP [M + H]+ at the bridge and nitrogen,
respectively. The distance between the opposite nitrogen atoms
increases from 4.0 to 4.1 Å after protonation. Despite the
differences in conformation, both protonated OEP [M + H]+

forms yield a CCS of 248 Å2, which is 1−3 Å2 greater than the
CCS of the radical ion OEP [M]+ • form. Note that theoretical
deviations from the experimental measurement with the IMoS
70% DHHS model are typically ∼2%. While we cannot
discriminate the protonation site based on the CCS values, the

Table 1. Experimental Mass (m/z), Mobility (Ko), and CCSs for Me−OEP Studied Using TIMS−FT-ICR MSa

Me−OEP experimental mass (m/z) theoretical mass (m/z) formula mobility, K0 (cm
2 s−1 V−1) CCS (Å2) theoretical CCS

[M + H]+ 535.379 535.379 [C36H47N4]
+ 0.850 242 248

[M + Mn − 2H]+ 587.294 587.294 [C36H44N4Mn]+ 0.844 244 248
[M + Ni − H]+ 591.299 591.299 [C36H45N4Ni]

+ 0.846 244 248
[M + Zn − H]+ 597.293 597.293 [C36H45N4Zn]

+ 0.839 245 247
[M + VO − H]+ 600.302 600.303 [C36H45N4VO]

+ 0.841 244 249
0.833 246 248

[M + TiO − H]+ 597.307 597.307 [C36H45N4TiO]
+ 0.823 249 250

0.832 247 249
aTheoretical CCSs are provided for each Me−OEP candidate structure.
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protonation of nitrogen is energetically more favorable than the
bridge in the metal free OEP by 68 kJ/mol.
Metal binding within the aromatic ring can be challenging to

characterize as a result of the insertion of a bulky metal with
access to 3d orbitals. Chemically, the binding of the metal is
accompanied by the loss of the two hydrogens found within the
ring and metal complexation within this pocket formed by the
tetrapyrrole unit. Of all of the different OEPs studied, the
manganese OEP was the only porphyrin for which the radical
species was observed. Optimized candidate structures show that
the Mn−OEP porphyrin has a planar conformation, with

symmetric distances between the pyrrole nitrogen atoms (d =
6.8 Å) and a dihedral angle of 0°. The conformations of Zn−
OEP and Ni−OEP depend primarily upon the metal rather
than the protonation site. For example, Zn−OEP has a mostly
planar conformation independent of whether nitrogen or
bridge carbon is protonated. Pyrrole protonation is energeti-
cally very similar to protonation of the bridge, with the bridge
form being 0.18 kJ/mol energetically less favorable than
pyrrole. However, protonation of pyrrole induces asymmetry
within the molecule, increasing the distances between
protonated nitrogen and the opposite nitrogen atom to 4.3
and 3.9 Å compared to the bridge protonated structure that has
a distance of 4.1 Å between the opposite nitrogen atoms. In
comparison to Mn−OEP and Zn−OEP, the nickel metal is
complexed much more tightly, as evidenced by the distances
between the nitrogens of 3.8 Å with a protonated bridge and
3.9 Å for the protonated nitrogen in Ni−OEP. Because the
distances between the opposite nitrogen atoms are smaller in
Ni−OEP, the structure adopts a “ruffled” conformation with
two bridge carbons pointing upward and two pointing
downward. For the bridge protonated structure, the angle
between the bridge and pyrroles is reduced to 143° for the
protonated carbon and 163° for the other bridges. Of the two
candidate Ni−OEP structures, the bridge structure has a lower
energy than N protonated by 28 kJ/mol.
When free OEP binds to a metal oxide ligand, as in the case

of titanyl (TiO) and vanadyl (VO), the high resolving
power of TIMS (RIMS ≈ 200) showed two distinct bands in the
mobility spectra. One hypothesis explored was that the two
mobility bands could be attributed to two distinct dome
conformations, one with the carbonyl pointing out of the dome
and a second pointing inward. However, theoretical calculations
showed that only the carbonyl pointing out of the dome was
energetically favorable and that a local energy minima could not
be found when carbonyl was pointing inward, making the
theoretical characterization of this state challenging. A second
hypothesis explored was that the ionization event simulta-
neously generates molecular ions with different protonation
sites. Three sites were considered, protonating the bridge,
nitrogen, and carbonyl (Figure 4). Similar to previous results,
the protonation of pyrrole nitrogen is the least favorable, while
the protonation of oxide was significantly more favorable, by

Figure 1. Mobility spectra of Me−OEP obtained using APPI−TIMS−
FT-ICR MS. Note the single- and dual-band mobility profiles observed
for Mn, Zn, and Ni compared to the vanadyl (VO) and titanyl
(TiO), respectively.

Figure 2. Distribution of four commonly encountered molecular
classes (HC, N, O, and S) observed in the coal tar APPI−TIMS−FT-
ICR MS analysis and the OEP unique space based on their m/z and
inverse mobility 1/K0. Note the area occupied by OEPs is shifted to a
greater m/z than other molecules within the aromatic region of the 2D
IMS−MS plot.
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approximately 30−65 kJ/mol. For the vanadyl OEP, the energy
differences between the bridge protonation and the oxide are
not significantly different and both compounds may be
observed experimentally, with a greater relative abundance
probably for the lower energy isomer. However, the optimized
titanyl OEP structures show a more significant energy barrier
between protonated oxide and bridge. Results showed that,
although there are significant differences in energy between
these structures, the differences in the theoretical CCS do not
account for the experimental observations. That is, in both
cases, the experimental difference in CCS is between 2 and 3
Å2, and the high resolving power of TIMS allows these different
states to be resolved. Further improvements on the theoretical
CCS calculators are needed when the IMS resolving power
exceeds 200 for the analysis of Me−OEP.
These results highlight the potential of fast gas-phase,

postionization separation and characterization of porphyrins
and their different conformations, in either purified or crude
samples using TIMS−FT-ICR MS and theoretical calculations.
That is, the high-resolution ion mobility separation, combined
with chemical formula generation based on accurate mass and
the theoretical tools, enables the identification and structural
characterization of porphyrins as a function of the metal chelate
or other modifications to the ring that may cause conforma-
tional shifts. Notice that this methodology can be further
adapted for the quantification of Me−OEP within complex
mixtures in a single analysis without the need for pre-
fractionation.

Figure 3. Projections of the three-dimensional (3D)-optimized
structures for the different OEPs. The radical OEP, not observed
experimentally, is labeled with the bridge carbons (green circles) as
well as the notation for the distances and angles shown in Table 2.
Protonation sites are highlighted in red circles. Note that the
deviations from planarity depend upon the protonation site. More
details can be found in Table 2.

Table 2. Results from the Theoretical Calculations,
Illustrating the Changes in Bond Length between the
Nitrogen Atoms in Pyrrole (See Figure 3 for Labels), the
Bridge Carbons, the Dihedral Angle between Nitrogen, and
the Angle between the Bridgea

←→
ad (Å)

←→
fh (Å) ∠abcd (deg) ∠efg (deg)

OEP 4.04 6.86 0.0 176
OEP bridge 4.09 7.00 0.1 175

4.2
OEP pyrrole 4.11 6.88 1.2 176
Mn−OEP 3.92 6.83 0.1 178
Zn−OEP bridge 3.83 6.93 0.7 175−9

6.83
Zn−OEP pyrrole 3.93 6.87 0.0 172−3

4.30
Ni−OEP bridge 3.83 6.50 0.1 143

6.51 163
Ni−OEP pyrrole 3.94 6.73 0.2 163−6

3.86
VO−OEP pyrrole 4.01 6.87 4.5 172−6

4.18
VO−OEP bridge 4.07 6.91 0.6 163

6.81 173−6
VO−OEP oxygen 3.97 6.83 2.7 177
TiO−OEP pyrrole 4.06 6.89 4.5 170

4.24 176
TiO−OEP bridge 4.12 6.83 0.5 166

6.93 174−6
TiO−OEP oxygen 4.01 6.85 0.0 176

aNote how each metal and protonation side greatly affects the
conformation of the porphyrin.
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■ CONCLUSION
This work illustrates the use of TIMS−FT-ICR MS for the gas-
phase separation and characterization of free OEP and OEP
complexed with manganese, nickel, zinc, vanadyl, and titanyl.
Upon metal binding, changes in CCS are observed as a function
of the metal complexed within the pocket of the OEP ring, with
single, high resolving power (RIMS ∼ 150−250) bands observed
for OEP (H2, Mn, Ni, and Zn), while two IMS bands are
observed for the metal oxides vanadyl and titanyl OEP.
Experimental results from APPI−TIMS−FT-ICR MS show
that the metal-complexed OEPs have unique shifts in m/z and
CCS, which allows for their identification within a complex
mixture of aromatic molecules from coal tar. The shifts in
collisional cross section for Me−OEP as a function of Me
suggest that there are significant conformational changes upon
metal binding. Candidate structures were proposed for the
different Me−OEP as a function of the Me and protonation
site. A good agreement is observed between the most
energetically favorable candidate structures and the measured
CCS. Results also show the need for the development of new
and better CCS calculators (<2% error) when using high-
resolution IMS instrumentation, such as TIMS. This work
provides the proof of principle for fast identification and
characterization of the conformational space of Me−OEP
within complex mixtures.
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